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A single owner entity that has not elected to be
classified as an association (corporation).

IRC §7701; Treas.

Reg §§301.7701-1(a); and 301.7701-2(c)(2).

For income tax purposes the entity is ignored,
similar to a “defective trust,” which is
recognized for transfer tax and creditor
purposes, but not for income tax purposes.

May be structured under state law as a limited
liability company (LLC), partnership or
corporation (if a QSub).
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“Check-the-Box” Rules
Treas. Reg. §301.7701-3(a) provides that any
business entity, other than a corporation, may
check the box to select the manner of taxation
LLCs, partnership and corporations under state
law may each elect classification as CCorporations or S-Corporations for income tax
purposes
A corporation may not elect to be classified as a
partnership or disregarded entity (other than a
QSub)
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LLCs – disregarded or partnership
If only one member, disregarded.
If more than one member, partnership (but see
exceptions).

Partnerships – taxed as partnership unless it
meets an exception
Corporations – C-Corporation
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Multiple-Member Disregarded Entities
Community Property
Under Revenue Procedure 2002-69, a “Qualified
Entity” owned by spouses as community property
may be taxed as a disregarded entity or as a
partnership, based upon choice of spouses.

An entity is a Qualified Entity if:
1. It is wholly owned by spouses as community property
under the laws of a state;
2. No person other than one or both spouses would be
considered an owner for federal tax purposes; AND
3. It is not treated as a corporation under the Checkthe-Box Rules.
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Multiple-Member Disregarded Entities
Members are disregarded as to One Person
In Revenue Ruling 2004-77, a partnership was
owned by a corporation and an LLC wholly-owned
by the same corporation. The entity was deemed a
partnership under state law, but a disregarded
entity for income tax purposes.
Other Examples of Multi-Member Disregarded
Entities:
1. Individual and Grantor Trust taxable to Individual
2. Limited Partnership with individual as limited partner
and LLC taxed to same individual as general partner
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Revenue Ruling 2004-88
A disregarded entity is ignored for federal income
tax purposes, but the income tax status does not
negate its existence for state law purposes and
state law governs the status and rights of its
owner(s).
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Pierre v. Comm’r

(133 T.C. No. 2 (Aug. 24, 2009))

Gift of non-controlling membership interests in
single member LLC to two trusts.
Service argued LLC should be ignored for valuation
purposes due to the disregarded status of the LLC
and the valuation should be of the underlying
asset(s).
Tax Court cited established case law: “As we said in Knight v.
Commissioner, supra at 513 (citing United States v. Nat. Bank of Commerce, supra at 722, United States v. Rodgers, 461
U.S. 677,683 (1983), and Aquilino v. United States, 363 U.S. 509,513(1960)): ‘State law determines the

nature of property rights, and Federal law determines the appropriate tax
treatment of those rights.’”

Check-the-Box regulations do not change this
result.
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As with transactions between a grantor and a
Grantor Trust (see Rev. Rul. 85-13), a transfer
between the member and a disregarded entity
is ignored.
The ability of member to transact with the
disregarded entity (for example, buy assets from
the disregarded entity) without income tax
consequence opens up estate planning
opportunities.
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Gifting of Partial Interests

Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts (GRATs)
Installment Note Sales to Intentionally Defective
Grantor Trusts (IDGTs)
Basis Planning
Insulating “Hot Assets” within Dynasty Trusts
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Partial interests in an LLC may be transferred to
an intentionally defective trust without negating
the disregarded status of the LLC.
Transfers of portions of LLC interests are
generally subject to lack of marketability and
potentially minority interest discounts.
Note: some of the traditional methods of
obtaining valuation discounting may be affected
by anticipated Proposed Treasury Regulations.
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What is a GRAT?

A GRAT is most efficient if discounted assets go
in but undiscounted assets are used to pay
annuity
GRATs are generally grantor trusts, so transfer
by LLC owner of partial interest in LLC to GRAT
should not negate disregarded entity status.
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What is an IDGT?

Sale of interests in Disregarded Entity to IDGT
will not trigger income taxable event per
Revenue Ruling 85-13, and entity may maintain
its income tax stats.
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Assets held in a trust outside of a grantor’s estate generally do
not receive a new basis at the death of the income tax grantor.
If a low basis asset is held by a disregarded entity (that is owned
by a trust outside of the “owner’s” estate), the “owner” may
purchase the low basis asset from the entity in exchange for an
asset with a higher basis.
The “owner” will pay FMV to the disregarded entity for the low
basis asset (rather than a discounted value if the “owner”
purchased the LLC interest from the trust).
At death, the low basis asset is in estate of owner and receives
new basis.
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Disregarded entities do not impact income tax
planning, but do allow for enhanced levels of
protection for creditor rights purposes.
Example: A Dynasty Trust that holds substantial
cash and life insurance should insulate any real
property also owned by the Dynasty Trust
within an LLC.
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The Added Protection of LLCs
Unlike corporations, LLCs provide two layers of creditor
protection as opposed to one:
1. Creditors of the Entity – As with the corporate veil, LLC statutes
provide limited liability to the owner/members. Creditors of an LLC
should be limited to collection on a claim from the assets of the entity,
and should not be able to collect from the personal assets of the Member.
Customary piercing the veil arguments can, however, be applied…
2. Creditors of the Member(s) – Unlike corporations, creditors of the
owners of an LLC should be limited to what is known as a “charging
order” for collection on a claim.
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Creditor Protection with LLCs
Suit
Creditor

“Charging
Order”

*Note: traditional piercing
the veil arguments apply:
•Alter Ego
•Commingling
•Disregarding Formalities
•Fraud
•Etc.
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1.) Protects LLC from
claims against Members
(“Charging Order”)

LLC

Assets
Creditor

Member

Suit

2.) Protects Members from
claims against LLC
Assets/
Operations
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Charging Order Protections
Key Benefits of the Charging Order Remedy Include:
1. Creditor has no right to vote shares or control company.
2. Creditor is limited to distributions on future profits.
3. Creditor cannot compel distributions.
4. Creditor may get stuck with debtor’s K-1.
5. Creditor cannot attach underlying assets of the company.
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Charging Order Protections
The Charging Order is a remedy provided by Statute. The typical Charging
Order statute reads as follows:
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 7-80-703 (2010)
• On application to a court of competent jurisdiction by any judgment creditor
of a member, the court may charge the membership interest of the member
with payment of the unsatisfied amount of the judgment with interest thereon
and may then or later appoint a receiver of the member’s share of the profits
and of any other money due or to become due to the member in respect of the
limited liability company and make all other orders, directions, accounts, and
inquiries that the debtor member might have made, or that the circumstances
of the case may require.
• To the extent so charged, except as provided in this section, the judgment
creditor has only the rights of an assignee or transferee of the membership
interest.
* No limitation on other remedies.
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SMLLC Charging Order Exclusivity
Statutes
The Nevada Statute provides enhanced language to address exclusivity and
SMLLCs:
NRS 86.401 Rights and remedies of creditor of member.
2(a) – Provides the exclusive remedy by which a judgment creditor of a member
or an assignee of a member may satisfy a judgment out of the member’s interest
of the judgment debtor, whether the limited-liability company has one member
or more than one member. No other remedy, including, without limitation,
foreclosure on the member’s interest or a court order for directions, accounts and
inquiries that the debtor or member might have made, is available to the
judgment creditor attempting to satisfy the judgment out of the judgment
debtor’s interest in the limited-liability company, and no other remedy may be
ordered by a court.
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SMLLC Statutes - Wyoming
Wyo. Stat. Amn. § 17-209-503 (2010)
1.

This section provides the exclusive remedy by which a person seeking to
enforce a judgment against a judgment debtor, including any judgment
debtor who may be the sole member, dissociated member or transferee,
may, in the capacity of the judgment creditor, satisfy the judgment from the
judgment debtor’s transferable interest or from the assets of the limited
liability company.

2.

Other remedies, including foreclosure on the judgment debtor’s limited
liability interest and a court order for directions, accounts and inquiries that
the judgment debtor might have made are not available to the judgment
creditor attempting to satisfy a judgment out of the judgment debtor’s
interest in the limited liability company and may not be ordered by the court.

*

Exclusive remedy; specifically prohibits other remedies; specifically
includes SMLLCs.
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SMLLC Legislation – Cook Islands
Cook Islands Limited Liability Companies Act 2008, § 45: Rights of
Creditor against a member
6.

The charging order remedy given by this section shall be the sole and
exclusive remedy available to a Creditor in respect of a member’s
membership rights.

7.

For the avoidance of doubt and without limiting the generality of
subsection (6): …(d) subsection (6) shall apply whether the limited
liability company has a single member or multiple members.

* Sole and Exclusive remedy; specifically includes SMLLCs.
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LLC as Optimal Entity Choice
• In the private client setting, given the check-thebox capabilities, the LLC form should be
chosen over the corporate form in most all
cases.
• And virtually all sole proprietorships should be
replaced with a SMLLC…
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Brother-Sister SMLLCs
Sole
Member

Real Estate,
LLC

$
Lease

Operations,
LLC

$
Lease

Equipment,
LLC

• Separates liability exposure of each aspect of the business into
its own LLC.
• A lawsuit against one LLC (e.g., Operations) may result in the
bankruptcy of the defendant LLC, but should leave the other
LLCs in tact for fresh start.
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Subsidiary SMLLCs
Member 2

Member 1

LLC Holdco
100% Member of each subsidiary
• Disregarded
entities
Subsidiary
LLC A

Bus. A

Subsidiary
LLC B

Bus. B

Subsidiary
LLC C

Bus. C

Subsidiary
LLC D

Bus. D

Subsidiary
LLC E

Bus. E

• No tax
reporting required
• Bankruptcy of one
(e.g., E) should not
adversely impact others

* Used to create Single Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) or Bankruptcy Remote Entities (BREs)
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SMLLC Holdco Structure
“The Investment Holdco”

Creditor

Client

* Charging Order
Exists – and helpful since
no forced distributions.

3rd Parties

LLC
Profit
Distributions
* Charging Order
Exists – but not helpful due to
others’ desire for distributions.
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The Multi-Member SMLLC

Judgment
Creditor

Client

Sale/Gift
of Interest

Internationally
Defective
Grantor Trust

Beneficiaries

“Charging Order”

“Single”- Member
LLC

* IDGT creates 2nd
Member for asset
protection purposes

* Since IDGT is grantor
trust and treated as “the
client” for tax purposes,
LLC is taxed as SMLLC
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LLC Planning Structures
A) Corporate Conversions – Convert Corporation into LLC
* No Charging Order Protection

Existing
S/C Corporation

Shareholder/
Member

* Charging Order Protections

Conversion

LLC
(taxed as
S/C Corporation)

Tax-free
reorganization
if maintain same tax status.
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LLC Planning Structures
B) Corporate Conversions – Layer in LLC over Corporation
Client

* Sole Member

* Charging Order
Protection

* No Charging
Order Protection
35

LLC
Holdco

Operating
S/C Corporation
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Series LLCs/SMLLC Alternative – 2010
Reporting Requirements
IRS Proposed Regulations for Series LLC’s (September 2010)
make conventional LLC Holdco structure appealing once again:
• Members only get K-1s
for Holdco

Member 2

Member 1

K-1
• This would be the only
entity required to file

LLC Holdco

100% Member of each subsidiary
• Disregarded
entities

Subsidiary
LLC A

Subsidiary
LLC B

Subsidiary
LLC C

Subsidiary
LLC D

Subsidiary
LLC E

Bus. A

Bus. B

Bus. C

Bus. D

Bus. E
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• No tax
reporting required
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Single-Member LLCs – Case Law
• In re: Ashley Albright, 291 B.R. 538 (Bankr. D. Colo.
2003) – In the first SMLLC case, the Bankruptcy Court
held that “in a single-member LLC, there are no nondebtor members to protect.”

• In re: A-Z Electronics, LLC, 350 B.R. 886 (Bankr. D.
Idaho 2006) – “Debtor’s bankruptcy filing effectively
assigned her entire membership interest to the
bankruptcy estate, and the Trustee obtained all her
rights, including the right to control…including
decisions regarding liquidation of the entity’s assets.”
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Single-Member LLCs – Case Law
• Cognex Corp. v. VCode Holdings, Inc. 2006 WL 3043129 (D.Minn.,
Oct 24, 2006) – court held that LLC was alter ego of parent and
allowed suit against parents’ assets.
• Dismissed application of traditional corporate alter ego analysis (e.g.,
corporate formalities, record keeping, commingling, etc.), stating,
“Unlike a corporation, an Illinois LLC does not issue stock, does not
appoint officers, and is not required to issue annual reports.”
• It further noted that there was “no reasonable way” to distinguish
between actions by officer/managers for the benefit of the singlemember LLC or its parent.
* Note: statements regarding Illinois law are actually incorrect.
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Single-Member LLCs – Case Law
• Shaun Olmstead vs. federal Trade Commission,
No. SC08-1009, June 24, 2010 –
In deciding not to issue a charging order, the
court noted that:
- “[Florida’s] charging order provision established a
nonexclusive remedial mechanism,” and,

- “there is no express provision in the statutory text
providing that the charging order is the only
remedy that can be utilized.
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Lessons from SMLLC Cases
With much more case law to come, early lessons of
SMLLC cases are:
1) Bankruptcy Courts will not issue charging orders with
SMLLCs – a transfer to a BK trustee is a transfer of all
rights;
2) Beware of a new and different application of the “alter
ego” theory in each state; and,
3) Statutory language matters – and not just for SMLLCs
(Olmstead is a call for legislatures to respond with
express SMLLC exclusivity language).
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ESTATE PLANNING WITH
DISREGARDED ENTITIES

SAMPLE CLIENT PROFILE
$10 million real estate property
 Cash flow 3%, appreciation 5%
 Three children
 Desire to give 1/3 to each child
 Assume 40% valuation discount
 Assume


 AFR

2%
 Annual Midterm rate 1.77%
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OUR UNIQUE PROBLEM
Major assets have a low cash flow -5%
 GRAT-Actual payment of the annual annuity
must be made. Treas. Regs. Sec.25.2702-3
 IDGT-Interest and balloon payment must be
paid
 Desire to contribute discountable assets and
receive back non-discounted assets
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CONCEPTS WE WILL BE USING
Income Tax Defective Trust
 Disregarded Entity
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ESTATE PLANNER’S DREAM
Transfer discountable, income-producing
property
 Receive back cash (or non-discounted assets)


 In

effect, the discount is passed on tax-free to the
beneficiary



In a tax free transfer
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GRAT/DISREGARDED ENTITY COMBO
46

GRAT
Gift to trust in exchange for an annuity
substantially equal in value to transferred
property
 Generally annuity increases by 20% a year
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LOW CASH FLOW GRAT
$10 Million
Shopping
Center LLC
GRAT for Bob



GRAT for Sally

GRAT for Tim

For transfer tax purposes, no aggregation of transfers to
separate trusts. Rev. Rule. 93-12
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GRAT ILLUSTRATION
Graduated 10-Year: 3% income, 5% growth
Section 7520 Rate:
Income Earned by Trust:
Term:
Annual Growth of Principal:
Pre-Discounted FMV:
Discounted FMV:
Percentage Payout:
Annual Annuity Payment Growth:
Value of Grantor’s Retained Interest:
Taxable Gift:

6.00%
3.00%
10
5.00%
$10,000,000
$6,000,000
4.41243%
20%
$5,999,987.01
$12.99
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GRAT ILLUSTRATION
Graduated 10-Year: 3% income, 5% growth
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GRAT ILLUSTRATION
Graduated 10-Year: 3% income, 5% growth
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OPTIONS TO PAY ANNUITY


“In Kind” distributions of LLC interests
 Grantor

trust – no income tax on payments “ in
kind” of appreciated property
 Discounted
 Appraisal and valuation problems
 Future growth back in estate
 Reduces

wealth transfer
 Violates the goal of receiving assets back not subject to
discounts
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OPTIONS TO PAY ANNUITY


Purchase the property from the LLC
 LLC

owns 100% of property
 Purchase is of 100% of property
 No discount
 Can be by note
 Potential

cash flow issue
 Can use GRAT annuity payments to alleviate cash flow
problems
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HOW DOES THE “DISREGARDED ENTITY”/GRAT
INCOME TAX COMBO WORK?

GRATs are grantor trusts. IRC §§673(a),677(a)
 Each GRAT is “owned” by the grantor for
income tax purposes
 Entity with a single owner is disregarded.


IRC §7701
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NOTE SALE TO IDGT/DISREGARDED ENTITY
COMBO
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IDGT – NOTE SALE


Non-controlling interest sold to income tax
defective trust in exchange for an installment
note, generally interest only with a balloon
payment.
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LOW CASH NOTE SALE
$10 Million
Shopping
Center LLC
IDGT for Bob



IDGT for Sally

IDGT for Tim

For transfer tax purposes, no aggregation of transfers to
separate trusts. Rev. Rule. 93-12
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NOTE SALE TO IDGT WITH LOW CASH FLOW ASSET


Interest paid from
 “Seed”




money
Cash Flow

When “seed” money and cash flow insufficientbuy asset from entity
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ALTERNATIVE TO QPRTS
Qualified Personal Residence Trusts
and Alternative Solutions
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WHAT IS A QPRT?
Grantor transfers residence to trust
 Grantor retains:


 Right

to use and occupy residence for specified
term; and
 Contingent reversionary interest
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QPRT DISADVANTAGES WHICH WE WANT TO
ELIMINATE OR REDUCE
Large gift
 Mortality Risk
 Prohibition against reacquisition


 To

obtain step-up in basis at death
 To live in residence


Complex, rigid regulatory requirements
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QPRT STRICT REGULATORY RULES
Reg. §25.2702-5(c) contains a long list of
requirements
 Reacquisition of residence prohibited either
during or after the term


Reg. §25.2702-5(b)(9)
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QPRT V. GRAT


Unified credit used
 QPRT

substantial
 GRAT insignificant
 To own
 To obtain basis step-up


Term – risk of inclusion
 QPRT

substantial
 GRAT term can be condensed


Right to reacquire property in GRAT
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QPRT V. IDGT
Sale v. Gift
 Survivorship feature
 Right to reacquire property


 To

own
 To obtain basis step-up


Generation-skipping
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